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INSTRUCTIONS FOR TODAY

We’ll be conducting a Deep Dive Coaching Session with a couple program members to 
share our suggestions on where to focus, what to rework, and how to get the most return 
from their efforts on social media.

Is This for Everyone?

We will conduct a live discussion with 
a few students to help guide them on 
the path to get the most success from 
their TAG funnel. Our advice will touch 
on everything from profiles to 
prospecting to messaging and can veer 
in whatever direction that may lead.

Any Chance I Can Get on the HotSeat?

For today we have a couple gracious 
guests already chosen, but will answer 
questions in the chat and potentially live 
if we have time at the end of the call.

Questions? Thoughts? Suggestions? 

Feel free to keep on topic and constructive and add them to the chat box.



Let’s Meet Guest #1
Cyndee Graff Kawalek
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OUR GUEST



PROSPECT PROFILE

⊡ Industry: Higher-Education 
⊡ Titles: Principals / Teachers / Counselors / 

What else can you tell us about your prospects?



YOUR PROFILE

⊡ Let’s give Cyndee some feedback on her LinkedIn profile...

⊡ https://www.linkedin.com/in/cyndeekawalek/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/cyndeekawalek/


YOUR GROUP

⊡ Cyndee’s LinkedIn group -

⊡ California Higher Education Student Success (C.H.E.S.S.) 
Forum

⊡ https://www.linkedin.com/groups/13659885/ 

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/13659885/


LET’S SEARCH
With this information, how would WE build out a 

couple search options to prospect within.



Anticipated Barrier

So far I have felt very comfortable with the process as tech and 
social media are my thing.  However, prospecting is difficult for me.  
I can connect easily with others but it does not go beyond that.  
Marketing is easy but sales is not my forte as I have never been good 
at closing deals.  

My background in teaching and social work are completely foreign to 
sales.  Actually, with the lack of success I have experienced in the last 
year, I can say I am Gun Shy!



Questions?

Any Places You Are 
Currently Stuck, or Any 

Other Questions?



Next Steps For Cyndee:
Work with Emphatic for content

Prospecting
Begin Database Build

↓



Let’s Meet Guest #2
Paul Hussey
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OUR GUEST



PROSPECT PROFILE

⊡ Industry: Oil & Gas
⊡ Company Size: 10,000+
⊡ Titles: Team Lead, Supervisor, Manager, Executive

Anything else you can you tell us about your prospects? Clients?



YOUR PROFILE

⊡ Let’s give Paul some feedback on his LinkedIn profile...

⊡ https://www.linkedin.com/in/paulhusseyict/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/paulhusseyict/


YOUR GROUP

⊡ Paul’s LinkedIn group -

⊡ North American Oil & Energy Leaders - The Community for 
Canadian & U.S. Energy Professionals

⊡ https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8740756/

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8740756/


LET’S SEARCH
With this information, how would WE build out a 

couple search options to prospect within.



CONNECTION REQUEST 
SCRIPT

Hey [Insert Name],

I came across your profile here on LinkedIn and thought we could benefit from being connected.

Cheers!

Paul

Founder, North American Oil & Energy Leaders



Message 1 Script

Hey X

 

I just wanted to drop you a quick note and say thanks for connecting with me here on LinkedIn and I’m 
looking forward to keeping in touch.

 

I wanted to make sure you also received my invitation to join North American Oil & Energy Leaders – 
The Community for Canadian & U.S. Energy Professionals.

Here is the link to the group if you wanted to join in on the fun:  
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8740756/

 

Look forward to seeing you in the group.

 

Take care,

Paul



Message 2 Script

Hi X,

 

Hope your work week’s going awesome. I came across this article that I thought you’d be interested in. 
It talks about how to accelerate your career to the next level by creating a high-value professional brand 
that attracts more recruiters and better job opportunities.

You can check it out here: 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/lisaquast/2012/11/19/build-a-personal-brand-not-just-a-career/#3f965fa7
4e69

 

There’s a ton of great info in there including exact steps you can take to land top opportunities and 
achieve your career dreams the fastest.

I’d love to hear any thoughts you have on it. Take care!

 

Cheers,

Paul



Message 3 Script

Hey X,

 

There’s a solid discussion going on in the North American Oil & Energy Leaders group that I thought 
you’d want to check out. I’d love to hear your thoughts on it:

 

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/8740756/

Cheers,

Paul



Message 4 Script

Hey X,

 

I’m trying to get to know my connections on LinkedIn a little better so that we both might benefit 
better from being connected. We’ve been crossing paths on LinkedIn for the past couple of 
months and I’d love to schedule a quick call to chat.

 

Would you have a few minutes to chat next week? How does Friday, April X in the afternoon 
sound?

 

Cheers,

Paul



Message 4B Script

Hey X,

I’m trying to get to know my connections on LinkedIn a little better so that we both might benefit 
from being connected. We’ve been crossing paths on LinkedIn for the past couple of months and 
I’d love to schedule a quick call.

 

I specialize in helping unhappily employed oil & gas professionals create a high-value personal 
brand that attracts recruiters, lands top job opportunities, and accelerates their career to the next 
level. I’ve helped clients get hired to dream jobs with top companies worldwide like ExxonMobil, 
Imperial, Husky Energy, Suncor, Aker Solutions, and more.

I really think we could have a productive conversation. Would you have a few minutes to chat 
next week? How does Friday, April X in the afternoon sound?

 

Cheers,

Paul



Message 5 Script

Hey X,

 

A few weeks ago I sent you a message checking to see if you were open to chatting on the phone. I 
thought I would check back in with you to see if you were interested. As I mentioned before, I’m 
just trying to get to know my connections on LinkedIn a little better so that we both might benefit 
from being connected.

 

I’d like to schedule a call with you. If that's not possible, I’d love to open up some dialogue with 
you over email. Please let me know if the morning of Tuesday, April X would work for you. I hope 
to hear from you soon.

 

Cheers,

Paul



Message 5B Script

Hey X,

 

A few weeks ago I sent you a message checking to see if you were open to chatting on the phone. I 
thought I would check back in with you to see if you were interested. As I mentioned before, I’m 
just trying to get to know my connections on LinkedIn a little better so that we both might benefit 
from being connected.

 

I specialize in working with oil & gas professionals like you create a high-value personal brand 
that attracts recruiters, lands top job opportunities, and accelerates your career to the next level. 
I’ve helped clients get hired to dream jobs with top companies worldwide like ExxonMobil, 
Imperial, Husky Energy, Suncor, Aker Solutions, and more.

I’d like to schedule a call with you. If that's not possible, I’d love to open up some dialogue with 
you over email. Please let me know if the morning of Tuesday, April 8th would work for you.  I 
hope to hear from you soon.

 

Thanks,

Paul



Questions?

Any Places You Are 
Currently Stuck?



Next Steps
Ongoing maintenance 

Continuing to send messages

↓



THANKS!



Will this 
be you?



WHAT’S 
NEXT?
We’ll see 
you in 
the 
group!


